Discovery of Potent ALK Inhibitors Using Pharmacophore-Informatics Strategy.
Anaplastic lymphoma kinase is a tyrosine kinase receptor protein belonging to insulin receptor superfamily. Gene fusions in anaplastic lymphoma kinase are associated with non-small cell lung cancer development. Hence, they are of immense importance in targeted therapies. Thus, for the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer, effective anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors are of great significance. Therefore, our objective is to find hit compounds that could have better inhibitory activity than the existing anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors. Keeping this in mind, in the present study pharmacophore based virtual screening was performed to identify possible anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors. Initially, a five-point common pharmacophore hypothesis was generated based on twelve anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors using PHASE module of Schrödinger. Subsequently, common pharmacophore hypothesis-based screening was conducted against in-trials subset of ZINC database and a total of 1000 hits were identified. The molecules obtained were further screened by three stages of docking using GLIDE software. The docking results reveal that six hit molecules showed higher glide score in comparison with the reference molecules. Finally, pharmacokinetic properties of the hit molecules were also analysed using QikProp programme. The results indicate that molecules namely videx, dexecadotril, chloramphenicol, naficillin were found to have good pharmacokinetic properties and human oral absorption. Moreover, videx, naficillin and chloramphenicol were found to have significant inhibitory activity for mutant (F1174L) anaplastic lymphoma kinase. It was also found that videx exhibited crucial interactions with the Met1199 residue of the native and mutant anaplastic lymphoma kinase protein. Furthermore, PASS algorithm predicted anti-neoplastic activity for all the four molecules. Thus these hits are found to be promising leads for anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors. We believe that this study will be useful for the discovery and designing of more potent anaplastic lymphoma kinase inhibitors in the near future.